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About this survey

Company type:
• 55% agencies
• 23% brands
• 12% nonprofits
• 9% consultant
• 2% government

Location:
• 89% US
• 3% Europe
• 3% Canada
• 1% Asia

Industry:
• Public Relations Agency: 25%
• Technology: 13%
• Marketing/ Advertising Agency: 7%
• Nonprofit: 7%
• Entertainment, media and publishing: 6%
• Other: 6%
• Healthcare/ Biotechnology/ Pharmaceuticals: 5%
• Consumer products: 4%
• Education: 4%
• Financial Services/ Banking: 3%
• Food & Beverage: 3%
• Ecommerce and Retail: 3%
• Travel and Tourism: 3%
• Government: 2%

PR team size:
• Solo: 15%
• 2-19: 51% 
• 20-99: 20%
• 100+: 14%

Primary audience:
• 27% B2B
• 30% B2C
• 40% B2B and B2C

See extended audience breakdown in the final section.



Methodology
We surveyed 1,034 PR professionals from March 31 to April 25, 2023.

The goal of this survey is to to deliver insights to the PR industry to help improve the workflow of 
public relations professionals. Muck Rack distributed the survey primarily through email.

Muck Rack cleaned the data in a variety of ways. First, we only counted complete responses. We also 
removed low effort responses where the respondent completed the survey in less than five minutes. 
Finally, we removed any duplicate entries, responses that were generated by spam accounts and 
checked the data for major outliers. 

Due to changes in phrasing, comparing data to previous years may not be possible. Figures may not 
add up to 100% due to rounding errors or excluded categories.

The conservative margin of error for the survey is about 3%.



Executive Summary

• 70% of PR pros expect earned media to become more difficult to secure over the next five years. 

• LinkedIn is now the top social network for communication strategies after increasing more than 10% 
compared to last year, displacing Twitter. 

• More than half of PR pros say there is little to no diversity on their leadership teams. 

• AI is one of the top five skills PR pros say their companies will need to focus on to be successful in the future. 

• 44% of PR pros say they’re spending more time on internal communications.



How PR pros 
work: challenges 
and priorities

1



Choose the top three PR/communications 
challenges your company faces today

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Getting responses 
from journalists

Having enough resources 
(e.g. budget, people)

Justifying/showcasing PR 
team value to stakeholders

Discovering relevant journalists

Managing stakeholder 
expectations

Collaborating effectively 
with other departments

Evaluating new technologies, 
tools, channels and media

Recruiting, training and/or 
retaining talent

Recruiting, training and/or 
retaining diverse talent

Managing and responding 
to crisis moments

Managing and navigating 
culturally sensitive situations

Collaborating effectively 
with my team

Other

53%

48%

40%

37%

20%

18%

17%

15%

12%

11%

9%

7%

3%

The top concern for 
PR pros is getting 
journalists to respond

This issue is ranked higher by people at 
agencies (59%) as opposed to brands 
(46%). Brands however are more concerned 
about having enough resources (55%) than 
their agency counterparts (42%).

Explore more brand/agency 
comparisons with our interactive charts.

https://muckrack.com/blog/2023/05/18/state-of-pr-2023
https://muckrack.com/blog/2023/05/18/state-of-pr-2023


Which of these functions constitutes at least 25 percent 
of your job as a PR professional? (select up to 4)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Media relations

Thought leadership

Media measurement 
and reporting

Events/Activations

Corporate communications

Internal communications

Executive communications

Influencer Relations

Crisis management

Environmental, social and 
corporate governance (ESG)

Diversity, equity and 
inclusion (DEI)

Other

85%

51%

47%

34%

27%

23%

23%

18%

16%

6%

6%

5%

Media relations 
dominates PR pros’ 
time, but secondary 
focuses varies

Thought leadership is more of a focus for 
agencies (57%) than brands (47%). Agencies 
are also more focused on media relations 
(89%) compared to brands (83%). 

About half of respondents at brands cite 
corporate communications as an essential 
function of their jobs, while agencies mention 
it in less than one third of responses.

Explore more brand/agency comparisons 
with our interactive charts.

https://muckrack.com/blog/2023/05/18/state-of-pr-2023
https://muckrack.com/blog/2023/05/18/state-of-pr-2023


In your opinion, how much diversity does 
your workplace have?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

36%

20%

9%

29%

6%

A great deal of 
diversity

A lot of diversity

A moderate 
amount of diversity

A little diversity

Not any 
diversity at all

About one third of 
PR pros say their 
workplace has little 
to no diversity

About a quarter of respondents who work 
at brands say they have a lot of diversity 
compared to just 17% at agencies.



In your opinion, how much diversity does your 
leadership team have?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

27%

12%

6%

36%

18%

A great deal of 
diversity

A lot of diversity

A moderate 
amount of diversity

A little diversity

Not any 
diversity at all

There is a diversity issue 
in leadership roles

More than half of PR pros say there is little 
to no diversity on their leadership team. 

About one in five people working at 
agencies say there is no diversity at all, 
compared to about one in ten people at 
brands saying the same thing.



Over the last week, about how many hours did you 
work? This includes: meetings, outreach, writing and 

responding to messages, planning, researching.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

41%

1%

51%

6%

Less than 25 hours

25–40 hours

41–50 hours

51+ hours



0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

20%

52%

22%

5%

1%

0 times

1–2 times

3–4 times

5–6 times

7 times

Over the last week, how many times have you had to work 
after hours, like late nights, early mornings or on weekends?

After-hours work 
is the norm

Most PR pros work after hours at 
least one day per week. PR pros at 
companies with only one employee are 
much more likely to report working after 
hours three to four times per week.

C-suite employees are more likely to 
report working after hours three to seven 
days a week, while coordinator-level 
employees reported working zero the 
most often of any group.



How well does company leadership understand your work?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

22%

30%

38%

8%

2%

Very well

Well

Somewhat well

Poorly

Very poorly

Most PR pros feel like 
leadership understands 
what they do

90% say leadership understands their 
work at least somewhat well.



How valued do you feel the PR/Communications 
function is by your company’s leadership?

Not valued Slightly valued Moderately valued Valued Very Valued

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

3%
9%

23%

41%

25%

1% 2%
9%

29%

59%

Brand Agencies

Most PR pros feel 
valued by their 
company’s leadership

59% of employees at agencies say they feel 
very valued while at brands only 25% said 
the same thing. 



0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Producing 
measurable results

Tying PR activities to key 
business initiatives

Sourcing more coverage 
and/or media relationships

Better defining the role of PR/
Communications internally

Delivering creatives solutions

Improving internal reporting

Mitigating reputational risks

Implementing better 
technology

Other

None of the above

66%

62%

57%

29%

22%

19%

19%

7%

1%

0%

Which of the following helps increase the value of PR among key 
stakeholders in your or the client’s company? (select the top 3)

Producing measurable results 
is the best way to increase 
PR’s value to stakeholders

But agencies and brands differ on 
other techniques. 

70% of PR pros at brands say tying PR 
activities to business initiatives increases 
value compared to 60% at agencies. 

Employees at brands also cite mitigating 
reputational risk and improving internal 
reporting in 24% of responses. 

Agencies on the other hand see more 
value in delivering creative solutions (31%) 
and sourcing more coverage (62%).

See more brand/agency comparisons 
in our interactive chart.

https://muckrack.com/blog/2023/05/18/state-of-pr-2023
https://muckrack.com/blog/2023/05/18/state-of-pr-2023


My organization’s PR is managed by:

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

37%

51%

11%

1%

Only an in-house 
PR team

An in-house 
team + agency

PR is rolled into 
other functions

Only a PR/
comms agency



Is the amount of time your team spends on 
internal communications:

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

42%

44%

4%

11%

Increasing

Staying about 
the same

Decreasing

Not applicable



How do you work with agencies?

We work with a single 
agency of record

Work on an 
ongoing basis with 
multiple agencies

We assign projects 
to agencies on an 

ad hoc basis

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

44% 43%

13%

Brands are evenly split 
between using one or 
multiple agencies

Only a small number of brands report 
using agencies in on an ad-hoc basis.

44% of brands say they work with a 
single agency, and 43% say they work 
with two or three. Only about 10% report 
working with four or more agencies.



What types of work do you rely on PR agencies for? 
(select all that apply)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Pitching

Research/building media lists

Project-based work (i.e. 
product launches)

Crisis communications

Events

Content writing (i.e. blogs)

Internal media connections

Navigating culturally 
sensitive situations

Social media

Internal communica-
tions/counsel

Other

Speech writing

84%

79%

69%

41%

30%

30%

26%

25%

21%

9%

7%

5%

Brands rely on 
agencies for an 
average of about 4 
types of work 

Pitching, building media lists, and 
project based work around things like 
product launches are the most common 
work outsourced to agencies.



Which types of work would you be very unlikely to 
outsource to a PR agency? (select all that apply)

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

73%

Internal 

communications/counsel

49%

Speechwritin
g

43%

Social m
edia

42%

Crisis communications

41%

Content w
ritin

g (i.e
. blogs)

30%

Events 

22%

Internal m
edia connections

14%

Project-based work 

(i.e
. product launches)

13%

Research/building 

media lists

12%

Pitching

3%

Other



Tech and tools2



How often does your team use social listening tools?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

18%

34%

7%

34%

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Case by case



Do you plan to explore generative AI, like ChatGPT 
or DALL-E, in your workflow?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

28%

33%

24%

15%

I plan to 
explore them

I already use them

I’m not sure

No I do not plan 
to explore them

About 61% of PR pros 
say they currently use 
generative AI or plan 
to explore it

Find out more in our State of AI in PR report.

https://info.muckrack.com/state-of-ai-pr-2023


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Spreadsheets (e.g. Microsoft 
Excel, Google Sheets)

Dedicated PR software 
(e.g. Muck Rack)

Sales CRM (e.g. Salesforce, 
Microsoft Dynamics, Zoho)

Not sure (I do not engage 
with media)

Marketing automation software 
(e.g. Hubspot, Marketo)

Other

68%

64%

7%

6%

4%

4%

Where do you and your team store media lists? 
(select all that apply)

Many PR pros store 
their lists in more 
than one place

Spreadsheets and dedicated PR 
software are the most common places 
to store media lists.

People at agencies prefer spreadsheets 
(75%) more than those at brands (63%).



Connecting 
with journalists3



Which of the following components do you believe is 
the most important in securing coverage with a pitch?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Subject relevant to the journalist

Previous relationship 
with reporter

Customization/personalization 
to journalists

Timeliness

Catchy subject line

Contains data/statistics 
in the headline

Contains images/video/ 
infographic

Short in length

Other

Quotes from a company 
spokesperson

33%

20%

20%

9%

7%

4%

2%

2%

2%

1%

Subject matter 
relevance is the most 
important component 
for securing coverage

Quotes from a company spokesperson, being 
short in length and the “other” category fill out 
of the least important components.



Which of the following channels do you find to be the most 
effective for pitching journalists? (select all that apply)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Individual 1:1/email

Twitter

Mass email

Phone

LinkedIn

Newswire (e.g. Business 
Wire)

Text message

Facebook

Other

Other social media platforms

None of the above

89%

18%

18%

15%

15%

11%

11%

4%

3%

3%

0%

Twitter loses its appeal 
as a pitching channel

Compared to last year, Twitter is cited 
10% less often as an effective way to pitch 
journalists. Phone calls similarly dropped 
out of favor losing 9% since last year.



Which types of media do you commonly pitch? 
(select all that apply)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Online/digital

Magazine

Newspaper (print)

Podcast

TV

Newsletter

Blog

Radio

Academic/professional 
journal

Other

90%

66%

63%

52%

50%

38%

35%

35%

11%

2%

PR pros are pitching 
more than four 
types of media

Online/digital dominates the ranking.  
Now nine out of ten PR pros commonly pitch 
online/digital, a 14% increase from last year.

This year magazines took the second place 
spot after jumping 10% while newspaper 
pitching stayed the same.

Agencies seem to take a broader approach 
to pitching than brands. Agencies are more 
likely to say they pitch magazines (61%), 
podcasts (59%), TV (57%), newsletters 
(45%), and radio (37%).

Generally speaking, PR pros monitor the 
same media they pitch.



How do you find the right journalist to pitch? 
(select all that apply)

Media database 
(e.g. Muck Rack)

Google search Personal contact list Social media

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

83%

59%

50% 48%

PR pros rely on multiple 
methods to find the 
right journalists

The share of respondents who use media 
databases increased by 10% since last year 
as personal contact lists lost 10%.



Su  M  T  W Th F S

Almost 90% prefer to 
pitch via 1:1 emails

92% keep their pitches 
under 300 words

53% prefer to pitch 
on Tuesday

PR pros are split when it comes 
to follow-ups: 42% say one is 

acceptable, 47% say two

81% prefer to pitch 
before noon

54% send their first follow 
up 3–6 days later

H OW  TO  P I TC H 
According to a survey of 1,000+ PR professionals



Social media 
usage4



For each of the following social platforms, please select whether you 
plan to use it more, less or the same as you have in previous years.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Facebook

Instagram

LinkedIn

Pinterest

Reddit

Snapchat

TikTok

Twitter

YouTube

10%

34%

53%

10%

13%

4%

40%

21%

33%

25%

6%

2%

8%

4%

9%

3%

24%

5%

More Less

PR pros plan to 
spend more time on 
LinkedIn and TikTok

Facebook looks like it will become less 
relevant this year. It’s the only social network 
where more people say they’ll use it less 
rather than more.

Brands are leaning more into LinkedIn 
with 59% saying they’ll use the platform 
more this year compared to 51% of 
agencies. YouTube is also more popular 
among brands with 43% saying they’ll use 
it more compared to 27% of agencies.

Explore more brand/agency 
comparisons with our interactive charts.

https://muckrack.com/blog/2023/05/18/state-of-pr-2023
https://muckrack.com/blog/2023/05/18/state-of-pr-2023


Which of the following social networks are part of your company’s 
social media and communications strategy? (select all that apply)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

LinkedIn

Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

YouTube

TikTok

Pinterest

Reddit

Snapchat

84%

75%

72%

71%

47%

38%

12%

9%

5%

LinkedIn is the new 
top social network for 
comms strategies

Twitter, which held the top spot last year, 
dropped 5% while LinkedIn jumped up 11%.

Instagram saw an even larger bump from 
last year, growing 17% and pushing Twitter 
into third place. TikTok increased quite a bit 
compared to last year. It grew 12%.

While agencies take a broader approach on 
the media they pitch, brands diversify their 
social media strategy. Brands are more likely 
to lean on Facebook (77%) versus agencies 
(63%). They’re also more likely to use Twitter 
(76%), YouTube (62%), Pinterest (20%), and 
Reddit (15%) more often than agencies.



Which of the following social networks are part of your company’s social media 
and communications strategy? (select all that apply)

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

Facebook Instagram LinkedIn Pinterest Reddit Snapchat TikTok Twitter YouTube

77%

63%

79%
74%

88%
83%

20%

10%
15%

8%
5% 5%

45%
39%

76%

67%
62%

34%

Brand Agencies



Budgets, salaries 
and more5



Who is your company’s decision-maker for spending 
on PR and earned media efforts?

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

CEO

38%

C-level Marketing

11%

C-level PR/
Communications

10%

C-level Finance/
Operations

5%

VP/Director of 
Marketing

9%

VP/Director of PR/
Communications

18%

Other

8%



Salaries in PR*

The average salary 
for PR pros is 

$85,000

The average salary 
at an agency is 

$80,000

The average salary 
at a brand is

$100,000

*Only U.S. data



Measuring success6



What are the most useful metrics to measure PR success?

Number of 
stories placed1 Reach/ 

impressions2 Key message 
pull-through3 Website 

impact4

Agencies were more likely to rank number of stories placed highly, 
while brands ranked revenue impact as number 1 more often.



How often is your (or your client’s) executive team briefed 
on PR and communications activities?

Weekly Case by case 
(depending on 

campaign)

Monthly Daily Other Upon request

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

42%

23%
16%

12%

4% 3%



The future of PR7



Over the next year, my company/client’s budget 
for PR/communications most likely will:

Increase Decrease Remain the same

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

33%

23%

44%
39%

16%

45%

Brand Agencies

Budgets will largely 
stay the same next year

Although brands are a little more likely to 
say their budgets will likely decrease.



PR’s relationship with Marketing will be ___ 
important in the next 5 years

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

71%

4%

26%

More

Less

Just as

PR and marketing will 
continue to grow closer

Although the trend may be leveling out. This 
year, 6% fewer PR pros said the relationship 
will be more important in the next 5 years.



Which skills will your company need to focus on in 
the next 5 years to be successful? (select up to 4)

Media 
relations

47%

Social media

30%

Crisis 
management

16%

Strategic 
planning

46%

Influencer 
marketing

30%

Research

16%

Data and 
analytics

38%

Diversity, 
equity and 
inclusion

29%

Business 
literacy

11%

Integrating 
new AI tools 

into workflow
31%

Leadership

20%

Multimedia 
(video and 

design)

30%

Written 
communications

17%

Verbal 
communications

6%

Other

1%

AI bursts into the top 
five skills companies 
need to focus on in the 
next five years

Brands are putting more of a focus on data 
and analytics. PR pros at brands cite this skill 
in nearly half of responses, compared to 
around a third of responses from agencies.

AI is roughly tied for fourth place with 
multimedia skills, social media, influencer 
marketing, and DEI.

Find out more in our State of AI in PR report.

https://info.muckrack.com/state-of-ai-pr-2023


In 5 years, the term “public relations” will...

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

22%

61%

15%

2%

Accurately describe 
the work as I do it now

Need to be defined 
more broadly

Need to be 
renamed

Other

More than half of PR 
pros think the term 

“public relations” 
needs to be defined 
more broadly



Over the next five years, how do you think 
securing earned media will change?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

22%

6%

2%

44%

27%

Much easier

Somewhat easier

About the same

Somewhat difficult

Much more difficult

Earned media is 
expected to become 
more difficult to secure

71% of PR pros think it will be somewhat 
or much more difficult to secure earned 
media over the next five years. 



Audience 
breakdown8



What best describes your level in your company?

C-suite
(CCO, CMO, 

EVP, SVP, CEO)

Director
(VP or Director)

Manager
(Manager or 

account supervisor)

Coordinator 
(Coordinator, 

specialist, associate or 
account executive)

Intern Other

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%
15%

24%
30%

26%

1% 4%



How many full-time employees work at your company?

Just me 2–9 employees 10–49 employees 50–99 
employees

100–499 
employees

500–4,999 
employees

5,000–9,999 
employees

10,000+ 
employees

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

8%

16%

25%

12%

19%

12%

3% 5%



What best describes your company’s average annual revenue? 
(all answers in USD)

Under $1 
Million

$1M– 
$99M

$100M– 
$199M

$200M– 
$299M

$300M– 
$399M

$400M– 
$499M

$500M– 
$599M

$600M– 
$699M

$700M– 
$799M

$800M– 
$899M

$900M– 
$999M

$1 Billion+

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20% 15%

34%

3% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1%
5%



How large is your entire company’s PR/communications team?

Just me 2–19 20–39 40–59 60–79 80–99 100–119 120–139 140–159 160–179 180–199 200+

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20% 15%

51%

10%
6%

2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 1% 0%
8%



The primary audience my organization/clients sell to are:

40%
Both (B2C and B2B)

30%
Business to 

consumer (B2C)

27%
Business to 

business (B2B)

3%
Other



Which of the following best describes the principle 
industry of your organization?

Public Relations 
Agency

Education Hospitality

Technology

Financial Services/
Banking

Internet/Software

Marketing/ 
Advertising Agency

Food & Beverage

Law Practice/ 
Legal Services

Nonprofit

Ecommerce and Retail

Apparel & Fashion

Entertainment, media 
and publishing

Travel and Tourism

Cannabis

Other

Government

Automotive

Healthcare/
Biotechnology/
Pharmaceuticals

Utilities, Oil & Energy

Consumer products

Consumer services

25%

4% 1%

13%

3%

1%

7%

3%

1%

7%

3%

1%

6%

3%

1%

6%

2%

5%

1%

4%

1%

1%



Which of the following best describes where you work? 
(select only one)

Agency Brand Non-profit Consultant Government

0%

40%

80%

100%

60%

20%

55%

23%

12%
9%

2%



Muck Rack’s Public Relations Management (PRM) platform 
enables PR teams to find the right journalists for their stories, 
send customized pitches, build meaningful relationships with 
the media, monitor news and quantify their impact.

Thank you!

https://muckrack.com

Learn more

https://muckrack.com
https://info.muckrack.com/request-demo

